Milky Way Accelerometry via Millisecond Pulsar Timing
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The temporal stability of millisecond pulsars is remarkable, rivaling even some terrestrial atomic clocks at long timescales. Using this property, we show that millisecond pulsars distributed in the galactic neighborhood form an ensemble of accelerometers from which we can directly extract the local galactic acceleration. From pulsar spin period measurements, we demonstrate acceleration sensitivity with about 1σ precision using 117 pulsars. We also present a complementary analysis using orbital periods of 13 binary pulsar systems that eliminates the systematics associated with pulsar braking and results in a local acceleration of \( (1.7 \pm 0.5) \times 10^{-10} \text{ m/s}^2 \) in good agreement with expectations. This work is a first step toward dynamically measuring acceleration gradients that will eventually inform us about the dark matter density distribution in the Milky Way galaxy.
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Introduction.—Stellar accelerations [1,2] were recently proposed as a promising alternative to kinematic observables in astrophysical characterizations of the dark matter distribution in the Milky Way galaxy. A key feature of such an acceleration-based approach is that it does not require the condition of dynamical equilibrium in the galaxy, an assumption that is inconsistent with the evidence of disequilibria from astronomical surveys [3–17].

Here, we present a complementary approach to Milky Way accelerometry based on long-term monitoring of the differential timing of electromagnetic emissions from an ensemble of millisecond pulsars. The temporal stability of millisecond pulsars—both due to their rotation (“spin”) and orbital motion (for binary pulsar systems)—makes them very good astronomical clocks [18]. This property has been useful for a variety of avenues of research [19], including tests of general relativity [20–24], gravitational wave detection [25–33], characterizations of dark matter candidates such as massive gravitons [34–36], primordial black holes [37–40], and ultralight scalar fields [41–49]. In addition, pulsar timing has been used to search for dark matter substructures [50–54] in the galaxy such as minihalos.

Analysis framework.—Here we present two analyses of the local acceleration as obtained from pulsar timing measurements. The first is based on pulsar spin periods and gives an acceleration of \( (5.2 \pm 1.6) \times 10^{-10} \text{ m/s}^2 \), a value that lies within 2σ of the expected acceleration. The second is derived from binary pulsar orbital periods and gives an acceleration of \( (1.7 \pm 0.5) \times 10^{-10} \text{ m/s}^2 \).

We begin by analyzing the pulsar observed spin period \( P \), a quantity that depends on the pulsar’s relative velocity with respect to the observer. In turn, the change of the observed spin period with time, \( \dot{P} \), depends on the relative acceleration of the pulsar and observer, among other quantities. The apparent acceleration \( a \) can be related to these quantities [55–57] via

\[
a \equiv \frac{c \dot{P}}{P} - \mu^2 D = \Delta \hat{a}_{\text{gal}} \cdot \hat{u} + a_{\text{br}},
\]

where \( c \) is the speed of light, \( \mu \) is the total proper motion, and \( D \) is the distance from the solar system barycenter (SSB) to the pulsar. In other words, \( a \) is the apparent acceleration obtained from the timing \( c \dot{P}/P \) corrected for perspective acceleration arising from the motion of the pulsar in the plane of the sky (known as the Shklovskii effect [58] in the pulsar community). Two components comprise \( a \). First is the relative galactic acceleration of the pulsar with respect to the SSB, \( \Delta \hat{a}_{\text{gal}} \), projected onto the line of sight, \( \hat{u} \), where \( \hat{u} \) is a unit vector pointing from the SSB to the pulsar. The second contribution to \( a \), denoted as \( a_{\text{br}} \), is the natural braking, or spin-down, of the pulsar rotation due to the emission of electromagnetic radiation [59].

Though the galactic term \( \Delta \hat{a}_{\text{gal}} \) is the one of interest for Milky Way accelerometry, it cannot be separated from the braking contribution for an individual pulsar without additional information. However, with an ensemble of pulsars, we can statistically separate the two contributions if we treat the galactic contribution as a deterministic variable resulting from the galactic gravitational potential and the braking acceleration as a random variable drawn from some probability distribution set by pulsar physics [60]. Here, we assume that this braking distribution applies...
to all pulsars in our ensemble and, more generally, is the same throughout the galaxy.

In binary millisecond pulsar systems, a similar analysis to that developed for the spin period \( P \) can be applied to the orbital period \( P_b \) [55]. However, whereas the spin period decays due to the emission of electromagnetic radiation, the orbital period decays due to the emission of gravitational radiation. Fortunately, the change in orbital period due to gravitational waves can be determined directly if there is additional knowledge of the constituent masses \( M_1, M_2 \) and the orbital eccentricity \( e \) [61]. Similar to Eq. (1), the apparent acceleration can be written as

\[
a_b \equiv c \dot{P}_b / P_b - \mu^2 D - a_{GW} = \Delta \vec{a}_{gal} \cdot \hat{u},
\]

where \( a_{GW} \), the contribution from the orbital period decay as the system emits gravitational waves, appears on the left-hand side of the equation because it can be evaluated precisely for well-characterized pulsars, eliminating uncertainties associated with the spin period method (see the Supplemental Material [62] for more details).

We adopt a simple model [55,57] for the galactic contribution to the apparent acceleration:

\[
\Delta \vec{a}_{gal} \cdot \hat{u} \approx a_0 f(D, l, b),
\]

\[
f(D, l, b) = - \cos b \left( \cos l + \frac{\beta}{\sin^2 l + \beta^2} \right),
\]

where \( a_0 \) is the component of the SSB galactic acceleration toward the Galactic Center (GC) and \( f \) is a function of the pulsar distance \( D \), galactic longitude \( l \), and latitude \( b \), following the parameterization given in Ref. [55]. The quantity \( \beta \) is given by \( \beta = (D/r_0) \cos b - \cos l \), where \( r_0 = 8.1 \) kpc is the SSB galactocentric radius. Here, we consider only planar galactic accelerations and neglect vertical accelerations, a choice we will justifiably. We further assume a flat galactic rotation curve. As shown in the inset of Fig. 1(b), the galactic rotation curve, inferred from diverse astronomical observations [80], deviates from flatness only within a few kpc of the GC; very few pulsars have been characterized in this region, enabling us to use the flat galactic rotation curve approximation.

For this model and assumptions, the apparent acceleration \( a \) is linear in the pulsar position function \( f \), with the slope giving the local galactic acceleration \( a_0 \). Note that this framework could be straightforwardly extended to study deviations from linearity, which could inform us about the local dark matter density and its distribution in the galaxy [81].

**Spin period analysis.**—Our pulsar timing data is sourced from the Australian Telescope National Facility pulsar catalog [82]. We select pulsars satisfying the following criteria: (1) Period \( P < 10 \) ms. (2) Measured total proper motion, \( \mu \). (3) Pulsar is not in a globular cluster. Criterion 1 provides a conservative basis for selecting millisecond pulsars; we choose this subset of all pulsars due to their lower acceleration dispersion as seen in panel (a) of Fig. 1 and their greater age compared to more slowly rotating pulsars. Below, we describe the results of relaxing this constraint. Criterion 2 enables proper motion corrections to pulsar accelerations. These can be as large or larger than the galactic contribution of interest here. Criterion 3 ensures that globular cluster dynamics are not confused with galactic dynamics. The selected pulsar sample is shown in Fig. 1. A total of 117 pulsars satisfy all our criteria. The inset of panel (b), which shows the galactic...
rotation curve data from Ref. [80], justifies our flat rotation curve assumption. Using information from the pulsar catalog, we prepare $a$ vs $f$ data for fitting as described in the Supplemental Material [62]. We employ a Bayesian mixture model [62] to extract the local galactic acceleration $a_0$ and the braking distribution. The mixture model is capable of handling statistical outliers, and in practice, it rejects approximately 10% of the pulsars in our sample. See Table I of [62] for the outlier scores. The braking distribution is modeled as a Rayleigh distribution with a single parameter $\lambda$ because of its simplicity and distinct positive skew (a feature observed in the data). Furthermore, it has the property of being supported on non-negative real numbers, therefore encoding our physical notion that pulsars spin down. The result of our analysis is shown in Fig. 2.

The best-fit estimate for the local galactic acceleration $a_0 = (5.2 \pm 1.6) \times 10^{-10}$ m/s$^2$ is in tension at the $\sim 2\sigma$ level with $(2.2 \pm 0.1) \times 10^{-10}$ m/s$^2$, the value we would expect from a circular velocity of $(233 \pm 3)$ km/s [84] at the SSB galactocentric distance of 8.2 kpc [85]. This modest disagreement is at least partly driven by the limitations of the existing dataset. The first limitation is that the distribution of pulsars in $f$ is primarily clustered about $f = 0$ with only a few at large $|f|$. The second limitation is that the slope is sensitive to the details of outlier removal. To quantify this sensitivity, we performed a dropout study where we repeated the fit procedure many times, removing a different pulsar from the dataset each time. This analysis revealed that only a handful of pulsars (the four points marked with pulsar alphanumeric identifiers in Fig. 2) have sufficient leverage to change the slope by more than 10%. Of these four pulsars, J1731–1847 has the largest effect. This pulsar is an eclipsing binary system that is susceptible to changes in orbital period as well as dispersion measure [86], thereby reducing the quality of both its timing data and distance estimate. Removing J1731–1847 and the lone pulsar J1747–4036 (which has an extremely large distance uncertainty) results in $a_0 \sim (2.5 \pm 0.2) \times 10^{-10}$ m/s$^2$, consistent with the expected value from the Milky Way rotation curve. A complete characterization of the properties of all 117 pulsars used in this analysis is beyond the scope of our current work.

The inset in Fig. 2 demonstrates our ability to simultaneously fit the pulsar braking distribution and the galactic acceleration. The black curve is the Rayleigh distribution given by $\hat{\lambda}$, which agrees well with the histogram of pulsar apparent accelerations within the SSB vicinity (i.e., $|f| < 0.3$) that have an outlier score $< 0.5$. Since the pulsars in the vicinity are co-accelerating with the SSB, the galactic contribution is small compared to the braking contribution, and therefore, these pulsars serve as a test of our model. We stress that the black curve is not a fit to the histogram but is derived from the entire pulsar ensemble and is superimposed on the histogram for comparison. One caveat of note is that the tail of the true braking distribution may be longer than our model suggests. This is because the outlier pruning in the Bayesian mixture model removes pulsars with very large braking values. Thus, the scope of our distribution is limited to only high-$Q$ (quality factor) millisecond pulsars ($\dot{P}/P < 20 \times 10^{-10}$ m/s$^2$) and does not represent lossy pulsars.

To estimate the effect of vertical accelerations, we use a disk + halo model [87], which gives the vertical component of the galactic acceleration as $a_z = -3.27(1.25\hat{z}/\sqrt{z^2 + 0.0324 + 0.58\hat{z}}) \times 10^{-11}$ m/s$^2$. The symbol $\hat{z}$ is a dimensionless vertical distance given by $z/z_s$, and $z_s = 1$ kpc. The vertical contribution to $\Delta a_{gal} \cdot \hat{u}$ is $a_z \sin b$, and in most cases, this turns out to be only a few percent of the planar component. We reran the analysis with this component removed and found no appreciable change in the fitted parameters or parameter uncertainties, justifying our neglect of the vertical accelerations.

We also relaxed Criterion 1 to allow all pulsars with $P < 100$ ms and $\dot{P}/P < 10^{-6}$ m/s$^2$ [see Fig. 1(a)] into our sample. This increases our usable number of pulsars by

FIG. 2. Local galactic acceleration extracted from pulsar spin periods for selected pulsars. The abscissa $f(D, l, b)$ is a function of pulsar distance $D$, galactic longitude $l$, and latitude $b$ [Eq. (3)]. Each dot represents an individual pulsar, and the ellipse around the dot represents the observational covariance matrix for that pulsar. The points are color coded by the degree of certainty that a particular point is an outlier [62]. The thick violet line is the best-fit estimate given by the relationship $a = a_0 f + \hat{\lambda}$, where $a_0 = (5.2 \pm 1.6) \times 10^{-10}$ m/s$^2$ and $\hat{\lambda} = (5.7 \pm 0.4) \times 10^{-10}$ m/s$^2$. The fainter violet lines around the thick violet represent the distribution of fitted accelerations [62]. Lastly, the dashed black line has the slope $2.2 \times 10^{-10}$ m/s$^2$, which is the nominal value for the SSB assuming a circular velocity of 233 km/s [83] and galactocentric distance of 8.1 kpc [83]. Inset: recovered braking distribution—in black, the distribution described by $\hat{\lambda}$ is plotted over a histogram of $a$ values for pulsars within the green region $|f| < 0.3$ in (a) that have an outlier score $< 0.5$. In this region, the braking effect dominates over the galactic component.
Looking forward to future surveys of millisecond pulsars, we highlight pulsars within our sample that would benefit from improved measurements in Table I of [62]. We also explore how the acceleration sensitivity $\sigma_{a_0}$ scales with the number of pulsars $N$ in the sample. A Monte Carlo simulation [62] reveals that with 100 pulsars, our spin period analysis provides sensitivity to the local galactic acceleration at a $\sim 1\sigma$ level (consistent with our fit uncertainties), and we can expect to reach $\sim 3\sigma$ level sensitivity when we have approximately 1,000 pulsars. These extrapolations to larger numbers of pulsars are limited by the biases implicit in the distribution of currently well-characterized pulsars, as well as the unknown distribution of pulsar locations and braking parameters to be observed in the future.

Orbital period analysis.—For our second analysis method, binary millisecond pulsar orbital periods serve as our reference clocks. A summary of the relevant data for the 13 binary pulsars used in our analysis is presented in Table II of the Supplemental Material [62]. In the spin period analysis above, the distribution of intrinsic spin-down rates must be inferred statistically. In contrast, for binary pulsars with well-characterized orbits, we can directly account for the change of the orbital period of the pulsar system due to the gravitational wave emissions [61–63]. Once such corrections are applied, the fitting procedure [62] is very similar to the spin periods. The result, as shown in Fig. 3, gives a best-fit estimate for the local galactic acceleration of $\hat{a}_0 = (1.73^{+0.49}_{-0.37}) \times 10^{-10} \text{ m/s}^2$. This result is consistent with the expected value from the circular motion assumption, i.e., $(2.2 \pm 0.1) \times 10^{-10} \text{ m/s}^2$. Note that the result critically depends on the Hulse-Taylor binary pulsar (B1913 + 16); removing it from the analysis leads to a result for the local acceleration of $(-0.55 \pm 1.3) \times 10^{-10} \text{ m/s}^2$, which has a threefold larger uncertainty than the result including this pulsar and differs by about $2\sigma$ from the nominally expected value. Additional high-precision measurements of the constituent masses for distant binary pulsar systems will be needed to verify the significance of the present result. Nonetheless, the orbital period analysis is a promising approach, as the explicit compensation for gravitational wave energy loss enables reaching a given acceleration sensitivity with far fewer pulsars than for the spin period analysis. As with spin periods, we highlight pulsars that would benefit from improved measurements in Table II of [62].

Conclusions and outlook.—In summary, we demonstrated two techniques for extracting the acceleration of the SSB in the Milky Way gravitational potential using pulsar timing measurements. These methods are dynamical: they directly access the relative acceleration of pulsars in the galactic neighborhood. Such techniques are complementary to existing kinematic approaches, which currently attain higher precision for the Milky Way gravitational potential but do so with the assumption of dynamical equilibrium. Using spin periods for 117 millisecond pulsars, we reach a sensitivity to the local galactic acceleration with $\sim 1\sigma$ precision but are limited by both the spatial distribution of well-characterized pulsars and the sensitivity to outliers. When high-quality data becomes available for $\sim 1,000$ millisecond pulsars, we expect to reach $\sim 3\sigma$ precision with this approach. Additionally, we show local galactic acceleration sensitivity in agreement ($1\sigma$ precision) with the nominal value from the galactic rotation curve by analyzing the orbital periods of just 13 binary pulsars. Orbital periods, being unaffected by pulsar braking, offer a cleaner approach to determining the local galactic acceleration.

In the local neighborhood, dark matter comprises approximately 13% of the total density [88]. Thus, under the assumption of a flattened galactic potential, a 3%–4% fractional uncertainty of the local acceleration coupled with improved accuracy in the baryon density (which is only currently known to $\sim 15\%$) are required to achieve $3\sigma$ precision on the local dark matter density.

With both the spin and orbital period approaches, additional and improved millisecond pulsar data will provide better galactic acceleration sensitivity, thereby enabling searches for halo substructures [50,89] on the several kpc scale along with deviations from the flat galactic rotation.

FIG. 3. Local galactic acceleration extracted from binary millisecond pulsar orbital periods given in Table II of Ref. [62]. The abscissa $f(D, l, b)$ is a function of pulsar distance $D$, galactic longitude $l$, and latitude $b$. Each dot represents an individual binary pulsar system, and the ellipse around the dot represents the observational covariance matrix for that system. The thick violet line is the best-fit estimate given by the relationship $a_{b} = \hat{a}_{0}f_{b}$, where $\hat{a}_{0} = (1.73^{+0.49}_{-0.37}) \times 10^{-10} \text{ m/s}^2$. The fainter violet lines around the thick violet represent the distribution of fitted accelerations [62]. Finally, the dashed black line has the slope $2.2 \times 10^{-10} \text{ m/s}^2$, which is the nominal value for the SSB assuming a circular velocity of 233 km/s [83] and galactocentric distance of 8.1 kpc [83].
curve assumed in our current analysis. For example, future releases of GAIA data, including proper motion measurements of pulsar systems and improved distance measurements, could be extremely valuable in extending the reach of the current dataset (see Refs. [90,91] for examples). Additional binary millisecond pulsars characterized by pulsar timing arrays [25,26] will also improve the sensitivity of the orbital period technique. We hope our efforts to determine the galactic gravitational potential dynamically through pulsar timing, as well as characterize the statistical properties of pulsar spin-down rates, will provide motivations for high-precision pulsar astronomy in the future.
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